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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirty-Fourth Day: Monday, January 15, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 345-101-58-51—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #6 Derby Champagne (10th race)—4-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #2 Oola Gal (3rd race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)MY MASTERPIECE: Cutback to 5-panels is the key; sits stalking trip   
(#4)ROSES IN THE SOUTH: Speed of the speed gets early pressure; drops 
(#9)OUR GIRL ABBY: At best on a “fast” racetrack; barn is solid off layoffs 
(#3)WILD NOTORIOUS: Class descent plus Lasix; Tapeta-to-dirt on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-9-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)JAIL HOUSE: Barn won a pair on Sunday with Saez in the boot; drops   
(#7)PAYNTER’S BOY: Barn 50% clip off claim; route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt 
(#5)STEVE’S SONATA: Awful trip on debut; gelded, gets blinks—improves 
(#2)AGUJERO: Bay is at his best on “off” racetracks; drops for Sano Barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-5-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)OOLA GAL: Impressive win on debut; sports three sharp works since   
(#6)FLORIDA FUEGO: Toss last in the slop off the shelf; jock won 3 Sunday 
(#3)TONI ANN’S MIRACLE: Exits Tampa stakes, sitting on a smoking work 
(#1)HEAVENHASMYNIKKI: Cut out to be a nice filly; tries big leagues here 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-3-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)CAUTIOUS GIANT: Riding two-race win streak for hot outfit; loves 7F   
(#5)RHYTHM PARK: Broke from the parking lot in last; won 10 of last 21 
(#2)HE’S GOT TALENT: 11-time winner dangerous on this level; likes GP 
(#8)GRIFF: Has won 50% of his starts; second behind the top choice 3 back 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)SURF SHACK: Toss turf try, massive drop; faced a tough bunch 2 back   
(#3)SMARTER: Light came on for $20K last time; tighter this time around 
(#1)WALDI: Went to the sidelines in good form; start away from best race? 
(#9)FREUDIAN FALL: Good form on the grass at Gulfstream—6-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-1-9 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#10)EL GUERRERO AZTECA: Sharp since returning to dirt; gets in light   
(#6)DREAMING OF J C: Lackluster beginning in first three; second off shelf 
(#3)MR TO J: Double-dip drop suits; bred to relish surface change to dirt 
(#9)PARTICULARITY: Liking the turf-to-dirt play; gets extra furlong today 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-3-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)RAGAZZA DI PAPA: Has never run poorly for a tag; fires fresh, drops   
(#7)DYNAMIC WAR: Good fit for $30K tag; dirt-to-turf play on the money  
(#8)PLEIN AIR: She’s at her best on “firm” going; value on the tote board 
(#6)PRADO VISION: 10-hole costly in last start; placed in 4-of-5 on GP turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-8-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#4)BEAUTIFUL ALLY: Second in last three on this level; 8-panels too far?   
(#6)MAJESTIC KINDNESS: Cellar drop; won lone 8-panel main track start 
(#7)DOUBLE CABERNET: Has never been in this cheap but is better on turf 
(#1)BOSTON MINE: Stalked tepid pace, no kick in last; lone win was in slop 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#10)GLORY TO KITTEN: Love the cutback to a flat mile; 3-for-3 on GP turf   
(#6)ZEVEN: Just missed for a quarter in Queens; has tactical speed, tighter 
(#5)LUCKBE TANYA: Sharp in last 2 turf starts in Canada; attracts L. Saez 
(#7)ARTHEMISA: In the money in 10-of-16 in 2017; comes running late  
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-5-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)DERBY CHAMPAGNE: Tough beat at CD in last; sharp tab, fires fresh   
(#7)BLACK SEA(FR): Chalk is offered up for $50K; wants more than 8.5F? 
(#1)BALTIC ART(GER): Has won 4-of-6 for Trombetta; handy, 10-1 on M.L. 
(#2)CLASSIC COVEY: Both wins are around 1-turn; needs pace assistance 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-1-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#8)BARBADOS KITTEN: Love the blinkers “on” move; “live” barn off claim   
(#9)SAMURAI’SFIRSTLADY: Dressed up, nowhere to go in last; improves 
(#4)MO’S GINNY: Slight drop suits, 2nd off shelf; salty jock/trainer combo 
(#7)ALEXANDRAS JOY: Ignore last race in the slop; she’s better on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-4-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


